Lake and Peninsula Borough
February 2022 Finance Report
2/09/2022
To: Mayor Alsworth & Borough Assembly
CC: Nathan Hill, Borough Manager

Revenue:
Revenue has already hit 98% of projection. This is from mainly tax revenue.
Tax Revenue:
Fish Tax has already outperformed the projections for the year and will continue
to grow as bonuses are paid on the fish processed. There has been $170,000
received from processors but waiting for returns to be processed.
Bed Tax and Guide Tax have come in much higher than projected. In the
budget, the projection was based on a rebound of 25.5% from last year’s drop
of 63.5%. Combined, they have reached 222% of budget. This is a positive
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variance. Current Month Revenue losses are showing due to accounting issues.
We were moving revenues into the months they arrived and moving from
Accounts Receivables. That changes the current month revenue for book
keeping only.
The Investment Portfolio has slowed down on interest income. Market Losses are
due to a change in the economy and those will disappear as the short-term
investments start getting closer to maturity. The Market Gain/(Loss) are
unrealized income. The way the borough accounts for this is we book the loss or
the gain as if we sold the investments at the end of every month. As we don’t
actually sell them, that makes this a place holder on the Income Statement. As
the investments (Treasury Bills) move closer to maturity, this loss will disappear
and balance back to zero.

Expenses
All major expenses that have been paid this fiscal year. They include passing
the SOA CAPS Funds to the unincorporated communities ($142,101), Borough
Revenue Sharing ($175,000), Capital Project Funds Transfer for FY 2022 ($70,000),
and the first School Appropriation payment for the year ($1,360,065), Continuing
Education ($54,000), and Bond Payments ($1,218,247.15).

